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a b s t r a c t 

A key goal in neuroscience is to understand brain mechanisms of cognitive functions. An emerging approach is 

“brain decoding ”, which consists of inferring a set of experimental conditions performed by a participant, using 

pattern classification of brain activity. Few works so far have attempted to train a brain decoding model that 

would generalize across many different cognitive tasks drawn from multiple cognitive domains. To tackle this 

problem, we proposed a multidomain brain decoder that automatically learns the spatiotemporal dynamics of 

brain response within a short time window using a deep learning approach. We evaluated the decoding model on 

a large population of 1200 participants, under 21 different experimental conditions spanning six different cog- 

nitive domains, acquired from the Human Connectome Project task-fMRI database. Using a 10s window of fMRI 

response, the 21 cognitive states were identified with a test accuracy of 90% (chance level 4.8%). Performance 

remained good when using a 6s window (82%). It was even feasible to decode cognitive states from a single 

fMRI volume (720ms), with the performance following the shape of the hemodynamic response. Moreover, a 

saliency map analysis demonstrated that the high decoding performance was driven by the response of biologi- 

cally meaningful brain regions. Together, we provide an automated tool to annotate human brain activity with 

fine temporal resolution and fine cognitive granularity. Our model shows potential applications as a reference 

model for domain adaptation, possibly making contributions in a variety of domains, including neurological and 

psychiatric disorders. 
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. Introduction 

Identifying brain regions and networks involved in specific cogni-

ive functions has been one of the main goals of neuroscience research

 Poldrack, 2006 ). Modern imaging techniques, such as functional mag-

etic resonance imaging (fMRI), provide an opportunity to map cogni-

ive function in-vivo. Traditional fMRI analyses using the general linear

odel typically implement a direct inference: “if a subject is placed in a

ertain cognitive state, then a particular pattern of brain regions is acti-

ated ”. Such findings sometimes get improperly interpreted as a much

ore powerful statement, called reverse inference: “As soon as a given

attern of brain regions is activated, then participants must have experi-

nced a particular cognitive state ”. Poldrack (2011) argues that proper

everse inference can be implemented using a class of techniques called

rain decoding, where a given spatial pattern of brain activity is predic-

ive of a given cognitive state, or the stimuli presented to a participant,

s was pioneered in the visual domain ( Haxby, 2001 ). In addition, brain

ecoding should generalize over a large and diverse class of experimen-
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al conditions, in order to ensure that the association between a pattern

f brain activity and a cognitive state reflects a key property of the cor-

esponding regions, and not a mere reflection of the context where this

ssociation was tested ( Poldrack, 2011 ). The feasibility of such large-

cale, multidomain brain decoding is now well established in the litera-

ure, e.g. ( Mensch et al., 2017 ; Poldrack et al., 2009 ; Varoquaux et al.,

018 ) , and helps further our understanding of the neural underpinnings

f cognitive functions. 

Previous works on multidomain brain decoding however share a

ommon limitation: decoding is typically based on activation maps,

or which task-evoked brain activity is averaged across trials, func-

ional scans or even subjects, in order to generate a single “average ”

ap per condition. So even if a given spatial pattern is found to be

redictive of a given cognitive state, that spatial pattern may still be

resent in specific time points of other conditions. Studies have shown

hat the temporal dynamics of brain activity may contain discrimina-

ive patterns across different cognitive tasks and such brain dynam-

cs are shared among brain regions, or large-scale functional networks
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Fig. 1. Pipeline of brain state annotation using deep graph convolution network. 

The proposed state annotation model consists of 6 graph convolutional layers with 32 graph filters at each layer, followed by a global average pooling layer and 2 

fully connected layers. The brain graph is constructed by using multimodal cortical parcellation ( Glasser et al., 2016 ) to define the nodes and resting-state functional 

connectivity to indicate the weights on the edges, both of which were defined based on HCP subjects. A k-nearest-neighbour (k-NN) graph is then built by connecting 

each brain region only to its 8 neighbors with the highest connectivity. The annotation model takes a short time window of fMRI time series as input, maps the high- 

dimensional fMRI data onto the brain graph, propagates temporal dynamics of brain response among connected brain regions and networks, generates a high-order 

graph representation and finally predicts the corresponding cognitive task labels. 
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 Gonzalez-Castillo et al., 2015 , 2012 ; Orban et al., 2015 ). In this work,

e aimed to investigate the feasibility of large-scale multi-domain brain

ecoding over short time series of brain activation. 

Training a brain decoder that distinguishes task conditions across

ultiple cognitive domains and short time windows may require the

ntroduction of new machine learning tools, that can handle high-

imensional neural activities distributed across multiple brain systems,

nd that can at the same time accommodate inter-subject variations in

rain organization and noisy data. One promising approach is to model

he variety of brain dynamics on a brain graph, which provides a net-

ork representation of brain organization by associating nodes to brain

egions and defining edges via anatomical or functional connections

 Bullmore and Sporns, 2009 ). Based on this architecture, graph signal

rocessing provides a non-linear embedding tool to project brain ac-

ivities onto Laplacian eigenspaces that integrate spatiotemporal neural

ynamics among connected brain regions and networks ( Ortega et al.,

018 ). This approach has been previously used in the neuroscience lit-

rature to study the intrinsic organization of brain anatomy and func-

ions. For instance, ( Johansen-Berg et al., 2004 ) separated the human

upplementary motor area (SMA) and pre-SMA by mapping the second

aplacian eigenvector of the connectivity matrix derived from diffusion

ractography. ( Fan et al., 2016 ) employed a set of Laplacian eigenvec-

ors from the diffusion connectivity profiles and generated the "Brain-

ectome" whole-brain parcellation Atlas, which consist of 210 corti-

al and 36 subcortical subregions. Recently, ( Margulies et al., 2016 )

sed the graph Laplacian to reveal the gradients of functional organi-

ation in the human brain connectome, spanning from primary cortex

o the default mode network. In terms of clinical applications, Raj and

olleagues found a close correspondence between the Laplacian eigen-

ectors of whole-brain diffusion tractography profiles generated from
2 
ealthy subjects and the atrophy patterns measured from Alzheimer’s

atients ( Raj et al., 2012 ). These Laplacian eigenvectors can also be used

o build a predictive model of future progression to dementia ( Raj et al.,

015 ). Taken together, these studies suggest great potential of using

raph Laplacian in neuroscience research. 

In this study, we proposed a multidomain decoding model over short

MRI time series by embedding the graph Laplacian with the DNN ar-

hitecture, called brain graph convolutional networks (GCN). The pro-

osed approach leverages our prior knowledge on brain network or-

anization using graphs, and automatically learns the spatiotemporal

ynamics of cognitive processes during model training. Our decoding

ipeline (as shown in Fig. 1 ) takes a short series of fMRI volumes as

nput, maps the fMRI signals onto a predefined brain graph, propagates

nformation of brain dynamics among inter-connected brain regions and

etworks, generates task-specific representations of recorded brain ac-

ivities, and then predicts the corresponding task states. We tested the

ecoding pipeline on the Human Connectome Project (HCP) database

y evaluating the performance across 1200 participants and 21 differ-

nt cognitive tasks at the same time. The performance was compared

ith a classical brain decoding model, which applies multi-class linear

upport vector machines on trial-averaged brain activity. Moreover, a

alid brain decoding model requires not only a high prediction accuracy

ut also good interpretability and generalizability. To evaluate whether

he decoding inference was based on biologically meaningful patterns of

rain regions, we generated saliency maps for the input brain response

nd compared these saliency maps with prior results from the literature

n brain anatomy and function. To investigate the temporal sensitivity

f the proposed model, we evaluated the performance with time win-

ows of variable length, ranging from a single fMRI volume to the entire

lock of task trials, and we explored to which extent the performance of
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Table 1 

Scanning parameters and experimental designs of HCP task-fMRI dataset. 

Task Domains #Subjects #Runs #Volumes 

per run 

#Trials 

per run 

#Conditions Minimal duration 

per block (sec) 

Working memory 1085 2 405 8 8 25 

Motor 1083 2 284 10 5 12 

Language 1051 2 316 8 2 10 

Social Cognition 1051 2 274 5 2 23 

Relational processing 1043 2 232 6 2 16 

Emotion 1047 2 176 6 2 18 
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c  

t  
he decoding model was constrained by the shape of the hemodynamic

esponse. The stability of the decoding model was finally evaluated by

hanging the number of subjects used for model training. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. fMRI datasets and preprocessing 

In this project, we are using the block-design task-fMRI dataset

rom the Human Connectome Project S1200 release ( https://db.

umanconnectome.org/data/projects/HCP_1200 ). The minimal prepro-

essed fMRI data of the CIFTI format were used, which maps individ-

al fMRI time-series onto the standard surface template with 32k ver-

ices per hemisphere. The preprocessing pipelines includes two steps

 Glasser et al., 2013 ): 1) fMRIVolume pipeline generates “minimally pre-

rocessed ” 4D time-series that includes gradient unwarping, motion cor-

ection, fieldmap-based EPI distortion correction, brain-boundary-based

egistration of EPI to structural T1-weighted scan, non-linear (FNIRT)

egistration into MNI152 space, and grand-mean intensity normaliza-

ion. 2) fMRISurface pipeline projects fMRI data from the cortical gray

atter ribbon onto the individual brain surface and then onto template

urface meshes, followed by surface-based smoothing using a geodesic

aussian algorithm. Further details on fMRI data acquisition, task de-

ign and preprocessing can be found in ( Barch et al., 2013 ; Glasser et al.,

013 ). 

The task fMRI data includes seven cognitive tasks, which are emo-

ion, gambling, language, motor, relational, social, and working mem-

ry. In total, there are 23 different experimental conditions. Consider-

ng the short event design nature of the gambling trials (1.5s for but-

on press, 1s for feedback and 1s for ITI), we evaluated the decoding

odels (see the pipeline section below) with and without the two gam-

ling conditions and found a much lower precision and recall scores for

ambling task (average f1-score = 61%) than other cognitive domains

average f1-score > 91%). In the following experiments, we excluded the

wo gambling conditions and only reported results on the remaining 21

ognitive states. The detailed description of the tasks can be found in

 Barch et al., 2013 ). A summary table is also shown in Table 1 . 

.2. Baseline decoding methods 

We applied multi-class linear support vector machines (SVC) and

andom forests (RF) as our baseline methods for brain decoding, which

ere the most frequently used classification methods in previous brain

ecoding studies ( Li and Fan, 2019 ; Varoquaux et al., 2018 ). For SVC,

e evaluated both linear and nonlinear (RBF) kernels, using the im-

lementations from sklearn. We chose the one-vs-rest (‘ovr’) decision

unction to handle multi-classes and used a grid search strategy to lo-

ate the optimal C parameter: [0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1., 10., 100.] For RF,

e evaluated different settings of the classifier including depth of trees:

4,16,64,256,1024] and number of trees: [100,2000]. The baseline de-

oding models took the averaged BOLD signals from every 10s of task

locks as inputs. We only reported the best decoding performance for

ach baseline method after the hyperparameter search. 
3 
.3. Convolutional neural networks on brain graphs 

Graph Laplacian and graph signal processing (GSP) provides a gen-

ralized framework to analyze data defined on irregular domains, for

nstance social networks, biological interactions and brain graphs. A

rain graph captures a network representation of brain organization by

ssociating nodes with brain regions and defining edges via anatomi-

al or functional connections ( Bullmore and Sporns, 2009 ). Based on

his representation, a non-linear embedding tool can be used to project

rain activity from large-scale noisy measures in the spatial domain to

ow-dimensional representations in the spectrum domain ( Ortega et al.,

018 ). This method has gained more and more attention in neuro-

cience studies, for instance parcellating brain areas ( Fan et al., 2016 ;

ohansen-Berg et al., 2004 ), identifying functional areas and networks

 Atasoy et al., 2016 ; Craddock et al., 2012 ), and generating connectiv-

ty gradients ( Margulies et al., 2016 ). Recently, studies have found that,

y decomposing the task-evoked fMRI signals using GSP, the resultant

raph representations strongly associated with cognitive performance

nd learning ( Huang et al., 2016 ; Medaglia et al., 2018 ). These findings

rought new opportunities for the application of GSP on neuroimaging

nalysis. 

.3.1. Definition of brain graph 

Starting with assigning a brain signal 𝑥 ∈ ℝ 

𝑁×𝑇 , i.e. a short time-

eries with duration of 𝑇 , to each of 𝑁 brain regions, GSP maps the

ecorded brain activity onto a weighted graph 𝐺 = ( 𝑣, 𝜀, 𝑊 ) that de-

nes the network architecture among a set of brain regions. The set

is a parcellation of cerebral cortex into 𝑁 regions, and 𝜀 is a set of

onnections between each pair of brain regions, with its weights de-

ned as 𝑊 𝑖,𝑗 . Many alternative approaches can be used to build such

rain graph 𝐺, for instance using different brain parcellation schemes

nd constructing various types of brain connectomes (for a review, see

 Bullmore and Sporns, 2009 )). Here we used the multimodal cortical

arcellation defined based on 210 subjects from Human Connectome

roject (HCP) ( Glasser et al., 2016 ), which delineates 180 areas per

emisphere, bounded by sharp changes in cortical architecture, func-

ion, connectivity, and topography. The edges between brain areas were

stimated by calculating the group averaged resting-state functional

onnectivity (RSFC) based on minimal preprocessed resting-state fMRI

ata from 𝑁 = 1080 HCP subjects ( Glasser et al., 2013 ). Additional pre-

rocessing steps were applied before the calculation of RSFC, includ-

ng regressing out the signals from white matter and csf, and bandpass

emporal filtering on frequencies between 0.01 to 0.1 HZ. Functional

onnectivity was first calculated on individual brains using Pearson cor-

elation and then normalized using Fisher z-transform before averaging

mong the entire group of subjects. After that, a k-nearest-neighbour

k-NN) graph was built by only connecting each brain region to its 8

eighbours with highest connectivity (see Fig. 1 -Supplement 1 as an ex-

mple). 

.3.2. Graph Laplacian and graph Fourier transform 

The spectral analysis of the graph signals relies on the graph Lapla-

ian, which maps the signal distributions from the spatial domain to

he graph spectral domain and decomposes the signals into a series

https://db.humanconnectome.org/data/projects/HCP_1200
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f graph modes with different frequencies. Specifically, the normalized

raph Laplacian matrix is defined as: 

 = 𝐼 − 𝐷 

−1∕2 𝑊 𝐷 

−1∕2 (1)

here 𝐷 is a diagonal matrix of node degrees and 𝐼 is the identity ma-

rix. As we assume the weights to be undirected and symmetric, the ma-

rix 𝐿 can be factored as 𝑈 Δ𝑈 𝑇 , where 𝑈 = ( 𝑢 0 , ..., 𝑢 𝑁−1 ) is the matrix

f Laplacian eigenvectors and is also called graph Fourier modes, and

= diag ( 𝜆0 , ..., 𝜆𝑁−1 ) is a diagonal matrix of the corresponding eigenval-

es, specifying the frequency of the graph modes. In other words, the

igenvalues quantify the smoothness of signal changes on the graph,

hile the eigenvectors indicate the patterns of signal distribution on

he graph. This eigendecomposition can be interpreted as a general-

zation of the standard Fourier basis onto a non-Euclidean domain

 Bronstein et al., 2017 ; Shuman et al., 2013 ). Based on the eigendecom-

osition, the graph Fourier transform is defined as �̂� = 𝐿 { 𝑥 } = 𝑈 𝑇 𝑥 and

ts inverse as 𝑥 = 𝑈 ̂𝑥 , where 𝑥 ∈ ℝ 

𝑁×𝑇 is the graph signal and �̂� ∈ ℝ 

𝐾×𝑇 

s the transformed signal with 𝐾 selected eigenvectors or graph modes.

he Laplacian matrix and these transformations are the fundamental

asis of graph signal processing and graph convolutional networks. 

.3.3. Graph convolutional networks: spectral 

Recently, graph convolutional neural networks (GCN) was proposed

o merge graph signal processing with the deep neural network architec-

ure ( Bruna et al., 2013 ). The key step is to generalize the convolution

perations onto the graph domain. Instead of calculating a weighted

um among the spatial neighbours in the Euclidean space as in a classical

onvolutional neural network ( Krizhevsky et al., 2012 ), GCN generates

 linear combination of graph Fourier modes across different frequen-

ies by using graph filters. Specifically, the convolution between the

raph signal 𝑥 ∈ ℝ 

𝑁×𝑇 and a graph filter 𝑔 𝜃ℝ 

𝑁×𝑇 (independent weight

atrix for each temporal channel) based on graph 𝐺is defined as their

lement-wise Hadamard product in the spectral domain, i.e. 

 ∗ 𝑔 𝜃 = 𝑈 
(
𝑈 𝑇 𝑔 𝜃

)
Θ
(
𝑈 𝑇 𝑥 

)
= 𝑈 𝐺 𝜃𝑈 

𝑇 𝑥 (2)

here 𝐺 𝜃 = diag ( 𝑈 𝑇 𝑔 𝜃) and 𝜃 indicates a parametric model for 𝐺 𝜃 , and

 

𝑇 𝑥 is actually projecting the graph signal onto the full spectrum of

raph modes. With different choices of 𝜃 GCN learns different types of

raph filters and finds the optimal graph representations of the input

ignals for a given task. 

.3.4. Graph convolutional networks: ChebNet 

To avoid calculating the spectral decomposition of the graph

aplacian, especially for large-scale graphs, ChebNet convolution

 Defferrard et al., 2016 ) uses a truncated expansion of the Chebychev

olynomials, which are defined recursively by: 

 𝑘 ( 𝑥 ) = 2 𝑇 𝑘 −1 ( 𝑥 ) − 𝑇 𝑘 −2 ( 𝑥 ) 
 0 ( 𝑥 ) − 1 , 𝑇 1 ( 𝑥 ) = 𝑥 (3) 

Consequently, the graph convolution is defined as: 

 ∗ 𝑔 𝜃 = 

𝐾 ∑

𝑘 =0 
𝜃𝑘 𝑇 𝑘 

(
�̃� 
)
𝑥 (4) 

here �̃� is a normalized version of graph Laplacian, equals to 2 𝐿 ∕ 𝜆max −
, with 𝜆max being the largest eigenvalue, 𝜃𝑘 is the parameter to be

earned for each order of the Chebychev polynomials. 

.3.5. Graph convolutional networks: 1st-order 

Kipf and colleagues ( Kipf and Welling, 2016 ) introduced a simpli-

ed version of GCN by taking a first-order approximation of the above

hebychev polynomial expansion and 𝜆max ≈ 2 : 

 ∗ 𝑔 𝜃 = 𝜃
(
𝐼 + 𝐷 

−1∕2 𝑊 𝐷 

−1∕2 )𝑥 (5)

here 𝜃 is a parameter vector with one parameter to be learned at each

ime point and 𝑊 is the weight matrix for brain connectome. 
4 
.3.6. Graph convolutional networks: multi-layer 

Complex signal representations can be learned by stacking multiple

ayers of graph convolutions. The output of a graph convolution layer is

efined as: 

 

𝑙+1 = 𝜎
(
�̃� 𝑋 

𝑙 ⊙𝑙 
)

̃
 = 𝐼 + 𝐷 

−1∕2 𝑊 𝐷 

−1∕2 (6) 

here 𝑋 

𝑙 ∈ ℝ 

𝑁×𝐶 denotes the input graph signals on layer 𝑙, with 𝑁

rain regions and 𝐶 input channels, 𝑋 

𝑙+1 ∈ ℝ 

𝑁×𝐹 denotes the output of

ayer 𝑙with 𝑁 brain regions and 𝐹 graph filters. Θ𝑙 ∈ ℝ 

𝑁×𝐹 is the param-

ters of graph convolution kernel on layer 𝑙 with 𝐶 input channels and

 outcome filters. These parameters are shared among all brain regions.

o be noted that in the first graph convolution layer, the input channels

is equal to the time window of input fMRI time-series. 𝜎( ⋅) denotes an

ctivation function, such as the Re 𝐿𝑈 ( 𝑥 ) = max ( 0 , 𝑥 ) . It’s worth noting

hat the first-order GCN only takes into account the direct neighbours

or each brain region which are indicated by the adjacency matrix of

he graph. By stacking multiple GCN layers, we could propagate brain

ctivity among the 𝑘 𝑡ℎ -order neighbourhood, i.e. connecting two nodes

y passing 𝑘 − 1 other neighbours in between, with 𝑘 is the number of

onvolution layers. In the following analysis, we are using the multi-

ayer architecture of 1st-order GCN for brain decoding. Here, we used 6

CN layers according to the 6 degrees of separation in the small world

heory such that the model integrates brain dynamics of any two brain

egions in a maximum of six steps. 

.4. Brain state annotation pipeline 

We propose a brain state annotation model consisting of 6 graph

onvolutional layers with 32 graph filters at each layer, followed by

 global average pooling layer and 2 fully connected layers (256, 128

nits). Specifically, the input to the first GCN layer is a short series of

MRI volumes by treating multiple time steps as input channels ( 𝐶 = 𝑇 ) ,
.e. 𝑋 

𝑙 ∈ ℝ 

𝑁×𝑇 being a 2D matrix consisting of 𝑁 brain regions and 𝑇 

ime steps. During model training, the first GCN layer learns various

ersions of the spatiotemporal convolution kernel (integrating informa-

ion from graph neighbors in space, and training separate kernels for

ach time step) for fMRI time-series, as a replacement of the canoni-

al hemodynamic response function (HRF). Examples of temporal fil-

ers learned in the first GCN layer was shown in Fig. 7 -Supplement 2.

he model takes a short series of fMRI data as input, propagates infor-

ation among inter-connected brain regions and networks, generates a

igh-order graph representation and finally predicts the corresponding

ognitive labels as a multi-class classification problem. An overview of

he fMRI decoding model was illustrated in Fig. 1 . 

The entire dataset was split into training (70%), validation (10%),

est (20%) sets using a subject-specific split scheme, which ensures that

ll fMRI data from the same subject was assigned to one of the three

ets. Specifically, for each subject and each cognitive domain, indi-

idual fMRI time-series on the 64k surface template (including both

emispheres) was first mapped onto the 360 areas of Glasser atlas

 Glasser et al., 2016 ), by averaging the BOLD signals within each parcel.

he time-series of each task trial was extracted and saved into a 2D ma-

rix, by first realigning fMRI signals with experimental designs of event

asks using task onsets and durations and then cutting the time-series

nto bins of selected time window (see Time window section below). Next,

he time-series matrices from all training subjects were collected into a

ool of data samples. At each step of model training, a set of data sam-

les (e.g. 128 time-series matrices) was input to the decoding model

nd the parameter matrix Θ𝑙 of each layer were optimized through gra-

ient descent. After all data samples have been trained (i.e. finishing one

poch), the model was then evaluated on the samples from the valida-

ion set before the next epoch started. The best model with the highest

rediction score on the validation set was saved and then evaluated sep-

rately on the test set. There are mainly two types of decoding models
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sed in this study, either training by exclusively using fMRI data from a

ingle cognitive domain or combining fMRI data from multiple cognitive

omains. The rectified linear unit (ReLU) function ( Maas et al., 2013 )

as used as the activation function for all layers except the last layer

here the softmax function was used to predict the cognitive labels.

he network was trained for 100 epochs with the batch size set to 128.

e used Adam as the optimizer with the initial learning rate as 0.001.

dditional l2 regularization of 0.0005 on weights was used to control

odel overfitting and the noise effect of fMRI signals. Dropout of 0.5

as additionally applied to the neurons in the last two fully connected

ayers. The implementation of the GCN model was based on Tensorflow

.12.0, and was made publicly available in the following repository:

ttps://github.com/zhangyu2ustc/GCN _ fmri _ decoding.git . 

.5. Time window of fMRI data 

As mentioned above, we treated the fMRI time windows as multiple

nput channels in the first layer of the GCN model. There are several

enefits of using multiple input channels. First, the network is enriched

ith more low-level graph filters, which provides more diverse features

or the high-level graph convolutions. Second, with long enough fMRI

ime series, the network trains its own versions of the convolution ker-

el based on the fluctuation of task-evoked BOLD signals, as a replace-

ent of the canonical HRF, that typically includes a small initial dip,

ollowed by a dominant peak at 4-6s after the onset of neural activity,

nd then a variable post-stimulus undershoot around 8-12s after onset

 Buxton et al., 1998 ). In the meantime, the different shapes of fluctua-

ions are also informative regarding the cognitive states and could help

he GCN model in state annotation. 

To test this effect, we first trained a GCN model with only one input

hannel, i.e. using a single fMRI volume as input and predicting the

ognitive label associated with that fMRI volume. It’s worth noting that,

ccording to this design, each fMRI volume during the task event (from

ask onset to the end of each task trial) was treated as an independent

ata sample. As a result, brain response at different stages of task-evoked

emodynamic response was embedded by learning multiple graph filters

uring model training. Thus, we could evaluate the performance of GCN

nnotation as a function of time-elapsed-from-onset, ranging from 0 to

he length of the entire task trial. F1-score ( Powers, 2011 ) was used as

 measure of the prediction accuracy, which is the harmonic average of

he precision and recall, with its best value at 1 (perfect precision and

ecall) and worst at 0. 

Considering the low temporal signal-to-noise ratio of fMRI acquisi-

ion, especially for a single fMRI volume, we tested the same proce-

ure with 6s of fMRI time series which includes 8 input channels at the

rst convolution layer. Specifically, the fMRI time-series of all task tri-

ls were first cut into non-overlapping mini-blocks of 6s time window.

or instance, as for the 12s movement trials from the motor task, we

ompared the GCN performance in predicting different types of move-

ents at time bins of 0-6s vs 6-12s after task onset. These short bins

f time-series were treated as independent data samples during model

raining. For those task trials shorter than 12s, we applied a neighbor-

ood wrapping method by using numpy.take. For instance, some of the

athematical task trials only last for 10s. In order to match the time

indow of the input fMRI data, we repeated the fMRI scan at the end

f the task trial several times matching for 12s. 

Other time windows were also evaluated, ranging from a single fMRI

olume (0.72s) to the minimal duration of all task trials (10s) at a step of

wo TRs (1.4s). The decoding accuracies on the test set were fitted with

n exponential function and summarized by averaging the performance

ithin each cognitive domain. 

.6. Size of the dataset 

The Human Connectome Project recruits 1200 healthy participants.

t also provides us an opportunity to evaluate the sample size effect,
5 
.e. how many independent subjects were sufficient to reach the stable

erformance of GCN. To test that, we scanned over the entire task-fMRI

ataset and selected the first N complete subjects, who had completed

he 7 cognitive tasks with 2 runs. The tested sample size ranges from 14

o 1060 subjects. The time window was fixed as 10s for this test. 

.7. Saliency map of graph convolutions 

In addition to high classification accuracy, good interpretability is

lso very important for brain decoding. In our case, we need to map

hich discriminative features in the brain help to differentiate different

ognitive task conditions. There are several ways to visualize a deep neu-

al network, including visualizing layer activation ( Springenberg et al.,

014 ) and filters ( Olah et al., 2017 ), and heatmaps of class activation

 Selvaraju et al., 2017 ). Here, we chose the first method due to its easy

mplementation and generalization to graph convolutions. The basic

dea is that if an input is relevant, a little variation on it will cause high

hange in the layer activation. This can be characterized by the gradi-

nt of the output given the input, with the positive gradients indicating

hat a small change to the input signals increases the output value. To

isualize the gradients, we could simply use a backward pass of the ac-

ivation of a single unit through the network. However, this type of map

s usually very noisy, and uninversible pooling operations and nonlinear

ctivation functions can bias the gradient. To alleviate these problems,

pringenberg and his colleagues proposed to suppress the flow of gra-

ients through neurons wherein either of input or incoming gradients

ere negative ( Springenberg et al., 2014 ). Specifically, for the graph

ignal 𝑋 

𝑙 of layer 𝑙 and its gradient 𝑅 

𝑙 , the overwritten gradient ∇ 𝑋 𝑙 𝑅 𝑙 

an be calculated as follows: 

 𝑋 𝑙 𝑅 

𝑙 = 

(
𝑋 

𝑙 > 0 
)
⊙
(
∇ 𝑋 𝑙+1 𝑅 

𝑙+1 > 0 
)
⊙ ∇ 𝑋 𝑙+1 𝑅 

𝑙+1 (7) 

In order to generate the saliency map, we started from the output

ayer of a pre-trained model and used the above chain rule to propagate

he gradients at each layer until reaching the input layer. This guided-

ackpropagation approach can provide a high-resolution saliency map

hich has the same dimension as the input data. Since we have used

ultiple time channels in the first layer of the GCN model, the approach

lso provides one saliency map per time step. We further calculated a

eatmap of saliency maps by taking the variance across the time steps

or each parcel. Since each task condition can evoke different shapes

f hemodynamic response, the variance of the saliency curve provides

 simplified way to evaluate the contribution of task-evoked hemody-

amic response. This saliency value was additionally normalized to the

ange [0,1], with its highest value at 1 (a dominant effect for task pre-

iction) and lowest at 0 (no contribution to task prediction). Note that

he saliency maps were generated by using the decoding model trained

rom a single cognitive domain with a time window as long as the event

rials. 

The stability of saliency maps was evaluated among different trials,

etween different subjects, and at different temporal resolutions. Three

ifferent decoding models were pertrained using BOLD signals at dif-

erent time windows, e.g. 0-12s, 6-12s and 0-6s within each motor task

rial. For each time window, we generated the saliency maps of the mo-

or task using 24 subjects from the test set, including 2 functional runs

or each subject, 10 motor trials within each run, in total of 480 individ-

al task trials and consequently 480 saliency maps (one saliency map

er trial). The variability of salience values was analyzed not only at

he subject level, by calculating the mean and std among 20 individual

rials for each subject, but also at the group level, by plotting the values

mong 24 subjects. Three regions were selected to evaluate the inter-

rial and inter-subject variability, including region a (labelled as “area

m ” in the Glasser atlas) selectively activated during foot movements,

egion b (labelled as “area 1 ”) selectively activated during hand move-

ents, regions c (labelled as “area OP4 ”) selectively activated during

ongue movements. 

https://github.com/zhangyu2ustc/GCN_fmri_decoding.git
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Fig. 2. Confusion matrix of decoding 21 cognitive states. 

The confusion matrix was normalized by each cognitive state (row) such that each element in the matrix shows the recall score that among all predictions (column) 

how many of them are positive predictions. The confusion matrix showed a nice block diagonal architecture which means the majority of the cognitive tasks were 

accurately identified. Among the six cognitive domains, the language and motor tasks achieved the highest sensitivity, with the relational processing and working 

memory tasks as the lowest. Gambling task was excluded from this analysis due to the short events of the experimental design. 
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. Results 

State annotation using Brain Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN).

.1. Cognitive states can be decoded with high accuracy from 10s of fMRI 

ctivity 

The GCN state annotation model ( Fig. 1 ) was evaluated using the

ognitive battery of HCP task-fMRI dataset acquired from 1200 healthy

ubjects. The entire dataset was split into training (70%), validation

10%) and test (20%) sets at the subject level, such that the model was

valuated on the validation set at the end of each training epoch and

he best model over 100 epochs, which achieved the highest accuracy

n the validation set, was saved and further evaluated on the indepen-

ent test set . During model training and evaluation, fMRI response to

ifferent cognitive tasks acquired in HCP was collected and input to the

ecoding model at the same time. In our study we focused on 21 task

onditions spanning six cognitive domains, namely: emotion, language,

otor, relational, social, and working memory. The detailed description

f these cognitive tasks can be found in ( Barch et al., 2013 ) and is also

ummarized in Table 1 . Using a 10-second window of fMRI time series,

he 21 conditions can be identified with an average test accuracy of 90%
6 
mean = 90.7%, std = 0.2% by using 10 fold cross-validation with shuffle

plits), significantly different from the chance level of 4.8%. The confu-

ion matrix (see Fig. 2 ), which indicates the proportion of true and false

redictions given a cognitive task state, showed a nice block diagonal

rchitecture which means the majority of the cognitive tasks were ac-

urately identified. After summarizing the confusion matrix according

o the six cognitive domains (see Fig. 2 -Supplement 1), each cognitive

omain could be identified with an accuracy greater than 91%. Among

he six cognitive domains, the language tasks (story vs math) and motor

asks (left/right hand, left/right foot and tongue) were the most rec-

gnizable conditions, and they showed the highest precision and recall

cores (average f1-score = 95% and 94%, respectively for language and

otor conditions). 

.2. Classification errors are due to high similarity in task stimuli 

Misclassifications of cognitive states not only existed within a cog-

itive domain but also across multiple cognitive domains. First of all,

ask trials within the same cognitive domain were relatively easy to be

isclassified. For instance, most misclassifications of relational process-

ng task trials were found between relational processing and pattern

atching conditions. Similar misclassifications were noted between the
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Fig. 3. Association between prediction accuracy of GCN state annotation and participants’ in-scanner performance for all trials of the relational processing task. 

The relational processing task consists of two conditions, i.e. relational processing and pattern matching with each task block lasting for 16s. Two types of performance 

were measured for each task block, including median reaction time (A) and average accuracy (B) across repeated mini-trials. Comparing the two task conditions, 

participants reacted faster with higher accuracy for the pattern matching task than relational processing. Similarly, GCN also achieved higher prediction for matching 

(F1-score = 0.96) than relational processing (F1-score = 0.91). Within each task condition, GCN achieved higher accuracy on trials when participants responded 

faster (A) or achieved higher accuracy (B). The analysis was performed on 200 subjects from the test set. 
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G  

s  

o  

c  
-back and 2-back conditions for the working memory task (see Fig. 2 -

upplement 2A and B). Similar levels of false classification rates were

bserved when the decoding model was trained by exclusively using

MRI data from a single cognitive domain (misclassification rates as high

s 13% for relational processing vs pattern-matching conditions, 10%

or 0-back vs 2-back conditions). By contrast, for face and place work-

ng memory stimuli, brain decoding reached high accuracy, regardless of

sing a multidomain or single-domain classifier (misclassification rates

ess than 0.2%). This high accuracy is possibly driven by the known,

trong spatial segregation of the neural representation for face vs place

mage, in the fusiform face area and parahippocampal place area respec-

ively ( Golarai et al., 2007 ). The reported confusion matrix somewhat

esembled the representational similarity analysis in category-specific

epresentations evoked by different visual stimuli ( Khaligh-Razavi and

riegeskorte, 2014 ) . Secondly, task trials can also be misclassified across

ifferent cognitive domains, probably due to similar cognitive demands

f the underlying cognitive processes. For instance, we found some of

he emotion and relational processing conditions were misclassified as
7 
orking memory tasks. One of the reasons could be that the experimen-

al design of the emotion task involves the matching of faces, overlap-

ing with face encoding and retrieval in working memory tasks. Simi-

arly, the relational processing task requires matching of drawn objects

ased on specific physical characteristics of target images, for instance,

hape or texture, somewhat resembling the encoding and retrieval of

odies and tools in working memory tasks. These results suggest that

he brain decoding model is mainly driven by the cognitive demands of

he tasks and may not follow the original design of hierarchical organi-

ation among cognitive domains. 

.3. Decoding accuracy associated with in-scanner performance 

We found a strong association between the prediction accuracy of

CN state annotation and participant’s in-scanner performance, mea-

ured using the median reaction time (RT) and average accuracy (ACC)

f repeated task trials ( Fig. 3 ). For instance, during relational pro-

essing task which consists of two conditions, i.e. relational process-
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Fig. 4. Similarity analysis of learned representations from the Motor task-fMRI data. 

A pre-trained single-domain GCN annotation model was used for this analysis, which meant the training set only included fMRI signals from the corresponding 

cognitive domain. Then, the fMRI time series from the test set was passed through the model as input and the layer activations of the last graph convolutional layer 

were extracted as the graph representations of brain dynamics. The similarity of graph representations was evaluated by calculating Pearson correlation between 

each pair of brain states (A) and experimental trials (B). Moreover, the learned representations were projected to 2-dimensional space by using t-SNE (C). 
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ng and pattern matching, participants reacted faster to the match-

ng condition than relational processing (mean RT = 1.48s vs 2.02s, T-

al = 14.88, pval = 3.9e-40) with higher accuracy (mean ACC = 86% vs

5%, T-val = 13.18, pval = 3.4e-33). Similarly, GCN also achieved higher

rediction for pattern matching than relational processing (mean F1-

core = 0.96 vs 0.91, T-val = 4.24, pval = 2.7e-5). Moreover, within each

ondition, GCN achieved higher accuracy on trials when participants

ere more engaged which was indicated as shorter reaction time (Spear-

an rank correlation rho = -0.21, pval = 0.002) and higher accuracy

rho = 0.18, pval = 0.012). No association with subjects’ age, handed-

ess and head motion was found at either the subject level ( Fig. 3 -

upplement 1) or at the trial level ( Fig. 3 -Supplement 2). 

.4. Visualization of learned neural representations 

To visualize the learned representations of cognitive functions, we

rojected the high-dimensional graph representations, i.e. the output of

he last graph convolutional layer, onto a 2-dimensional space using t-

NE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008). We observed a high clustering effect

n the learned representations (see Fig. 4 C). Specifically, the samples of

ifferent movement types were highly separated from each other, with

he largest distance existing between tongue and foot movements. Mean-

hile, the samples of the same type of movements were located closest

o each other. Moderate distance was found between left and right for

oth hand and foot movements. A similar pattern was also observed

y calculating the correlations of the learned representations across all

rials (see Fig. 4 A and Fig. 4 B). But, this effect was not observed by di-

ectly projecting the input fMRI time-series or during the early stages of

he training process, for which the samples from all categories collapsed
8 
nto a ball ( Fig. 4 -Supplement 1 and 2). Graph representations learned

t each GCN layer were shown in Fig. 4 -Supplement 3, which indicated

hat the five categories of body movements were highly separable until

he 5th GCN layer . 

.5. GCN outperformed linear and nonlinear decoding models 

To establish whether the usage of deep GCN brings a substantial

mprovement over more traditional machine learning tools, we eval-

ated the same brain decoding tasks using a multi-class support vec-

or machine classification (SVC) with linear and nonlinear kernels , as

ur baseline model. The results showed that using averaged BOLD sig-

als from every 10s of task blocks as inputs, SVC-linear achieved much

ower prediction accuracy in classifying the 21 states (90% vs 64% re-

pectively for GCN and SVC-linear) and took longer time for training

560s vs 4221s). Using a nonlinear kernel, SVC-RBF achieved higher

ecoding accuracy (73.8%) but still lower than GCN. A summary of

omparison between these decoding models was shown Table S1 and

ig. 2 -Supplement 4 . When only focusing on a single cognitive domain

using a 10s time window), SVC with linear and nonlinear kernels still

howed much lower performance than GCN (87% vs 90% vs 97% for

he motor task; 70% vs 77% vs 87% for working memory conditions).

e also evaluated a simple multilayer perceptron ( MLP ) consisting of

wo hidden layers to decode brain activity over 21 states. MLP showed

ome improvements over the linear model, but not as high as GCN

90% vs 74% respectively for GCN and MLP). As an additional base-

ine approach, we combined multiple single-domain decoders to clas-

ify all 21 task conditions using a transfer learning strategy. Specifi-

ally, we first trained a single GCN decoder for each of the six cog-
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Fig. 5. Saliency maps of language, motor and working memory tasks. 

(A) The story and math conditions showed high salience in the primary auditory cortex and perisylvian language-related brain regions. (B) Different types of 

movements were associated with salient features in the motor and somatosensory cortex. (C) The 0-back working memory task mostly engaged the ventral visual 

stream for encoding different types of images. The saliency maps were estimated by using the guided backpropagation based on the pre-trained single-domain GCN 

annotation models that only used fMRI signals from the corresponding cognitive domain during model training. A high saliency value indicates that little variation 

of the input features causes big changes in the decoding output. The saliency value was normalized to the range [0,1], with its highest value at 1 (a dominant effect 

for task prediction) and lowest at 0 (no contribution to task prediction). Only values above 0.1 were shown here to indicate a strong impact on the prediction. 
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itive domains. Then, the representations learned from the six single-

omain decoders (i.e. layer activations from at the last GCN layer) were

oncatenated into a large feature vector. Finally, a simple classifier of

LP was trained on the concatenated features to classify all task con-

itions. Our results revealed that combining multiple single-domain de-

oders achieved lower decoding performance than directly training a

ultidomain decoder (83.6% vs 90% respectively for combining single-

omain decoders and using a multidomain decoder). Besides, compared

o transferring features from multiple single-domain decoders, the multi-

omain decoding model not only improved the classification accura-

ies within each cognitive domain but mostly reduced the misclassifica-

ions between different cognitive domains ( Fig. 2 Supplement-3). This

nding confirms that multidomain brain decoding is necessary to reli-

bly associate spatial patterns with cognitive states and that decoders

rained on a narrow set of conditions do not generalize well for other

omains. 

.6. Saliency maps demonstrate biologically meaningful features learned by

CN 

We investigated whether GCN learns a set of biologically meaning-

ul features during model training. For this purpose, we generated the
9 
aliency maps on the trained model by propagating the non-negative

radients backwards to the input layer ( Springenberg et al., 2014 ). An

nput feature is salient or important only if its little variation causes big

hanges in the decoding output. Thus, high values in the saliency map

ndicate large contributions during the prediction of cognitive states.

o note that the model used in this analysis was trained by exclusively

sing fMRI data from a single cognitive domain. 

The two language conditions, story and mathematics, shared a num-

er of salient features, likely related to shared cognitive processes. First,

oth conditions involve the processing of auditory statements, which

ay explain high salience in the primary auditory cortex and perisyl-

ian language-related brain regions, consisting of inferior frontal gyrus

IFG), supramarginal gyrus/angular gyrus, and superior temporal gyrus

STG) (see Fig. 5 A). Second, the block design of both story and math con-

itions included a presentation and a response phase, and thus poten-

ially imposed a high memory load on participants, and may explain the

alience in the inferior parietal sulcus. There were also some salient fea-

ures found only for either mathematics or story. For instance, the story

ondition involved salient features in more anterior part of left IFG, in-

luding pars triangularis and orbitalis. By contrast, mathematical state-

ents involved more posterior parts, including pars opercularis of IFG

nd precentral sulcus. Additional inferior temporal regions were salient
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Fig. 6. Temporal sensitivity of GCN on the fMRI time window. 

The temporal sensitivity of GCN was investigated with variable lengths of time 

windows, ranging from a single fMRI volume (0.7s) to 10s with a step of 2 

TRs (i.e. 1.4s). (A) The performance of GCN annotation gradually increased as 

prolonging the time window of fMRI time series. It started with 56% of test 

accuracy on a single fMRI volume (cyan), quickly increased to 82% with 6s 

of fMRI data (green), and reached a plateau of 90% at 10s (purple). (B) The 

cognitive tasks showed high diversity in the sensitivity to the duration of time 

windows. Among the cognitive domains, the relational processing and working 

memory tasks were most sensitive to the time window and achieved the lowest 

decoding accuracy at all temporal scales. 
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or mathematics only, which have been shown to be more involved in

athematical than non-mathematical judgment tasks ( Amalric and De-

aene, 2016 ). Finally, left-lateralized salient features in IFG and STG

ere only revealed for the story condition, coinciding with the study

howing strong lateralization for listening comprehension ( Berl et al.,

010 ). 

As expected, no salient features in the perisylvian language-related

rain regions were found for the motor task. Different types of move-

ents were associated with high salience in the primary motor and

omatosensory cortices (see Fig. 5 B), which have long been shown to

e the main territories engaged during movements of the human body

 Penfield and Boldrey, 1937 ). No clear somatotopic organization among

ifferent types of movements were identified here, which was some-

hat expected because the primary motor and somatosensory cortex

ere parcellated into single strips in the Glasser’s atlas ( Glasser et al.,

016 ). Some category-specific salient features were still identified, for

nstance in medial primary motor cortex for foot movement and in lat-

ral orbitofrontal cortex for tongue movement. Unexpectedly, salient

eatures in the left temporal pole were found for all movements. This

rea has been shown to support language comprehension and produc-

ion ( Ardila et al., 2014 ), which may be related to the word cues used

o initiate different types of movements. 

Moreover, salient features in the ventral visual stream were iden-

ified for image recognition in the working memory task (see Fig. 5 C).

pecifically, the place stimuli activated more medial areas in the ventral

emporal cortex including parahippocampal gyrus; while the face stim-

li activated more lateral ventral temporal regions including fusiform

yrus. This observation is consistent with the well-known segregation

f the neural substrates for encoding faces vs places, in the fusiform

ace area and parahippocampal place area respectively ( Golarai et al.,

007 ). 

We also found some overlap in brain regions between our saliency

aps and meta-analysis activation maps from neuroquery ( Fig. 5 -

upplement 1), as well as contrast maps from HCP dataset ( Fig. 5 -

upplement 2). For instance, the inferior frontal gyrus and superior tem-

oral gyrus were identified for the story condition in all three maps,

hile the inferior frontal sulcus and the adjacent middle frontal gyrus

ere identified for the mathematics condition, probably counting for the

equirement of working memory for a sequence of mathematical oper-

tions. Although some consistent patterns of activations were observed

or the motor tasks ( Fig. 5 -Supplement 3), we found a large degree of

ivergence after mapping them onto the Glasser’s atlas ( Glasser et al.,

016 ), probably due to the primary motor and somatosensory cortex

eing parcellated into single strips in the atlas and not differentiating

he somatotopic areas in the feature space. For image recognition, the

entral visual stream was identified in all three maps, but with differ-

nt specific spatial locations. Overall, although some overlap existed

etween saliency maps and meta-analysis maps, there was no system-

tic correspondence. This likely reflects the fact that features identified

hrough traditional statistical tests and predictive models are to some ex-

ent divergent ( Bzdok and Ioannidis, 2019 ). Similar observations were

ade with contrast maps from the HCP dataset. 

The stability analysis of the salience maps was evaluated over 480

otor trials from 24 individual subjects. We found substantial inter-

rial variability (between individual trials of the same subject) and inter-

ubject variability in the salience values of selected regions in the mo-

or and somatosensory cortex. Robust category-specific patterns in the

alience values were also revealed, that were highly consistent across

ubjects ( Fig. 5 -Supplement 4 A). For instance, region a (labelled as

area 5m ” in the Glasser atlas) selectively activated during foot move-

ents, region b (labelled as “area 1 ”) selectively activated during hand

ovements, region c (labelled as “area OP4 ”) selectively activated dur-

ng tongue movements. 

In summary, the regions highlighted by the saliency maps are con-

istent with prior knowledge from the neuroscience literature, and

uggest that the GCN model has learned biologically meaningful fea-
10 
ures, rather than relying on confounding effects, for example motion

rtifacts. 

.7. Cognitive tasks showed different sensitivity levels to the duration of 

ime windows 

The temporal sensitivity of GCN was first evaluated by progressively

ncreasing the duration of the fMRI time windows ( Fig. 6 ). At a tempo-

al resolution of one fMRI volume (720ms), GCN could predict the 21

ask conditions with an average accuracy of 56%, markedly lower than

sing 10 sec time windows, yet still significantly higher than chance

evel (4.8%). As the duration of fMRI time windows became larger, the

rediction accuracy gradually increased and reached a peak of 90% at

0s of fMRI time series (the shortest length of task blocks among all task

onditions). Using 6s of fMRI data, GCN already showed good perfor-

ance with an average prediction accuracy of 82%. The cognitive tasks

howed different levels of sensitivity to the duration of time windows

nd also plateaued at different temporal duration ( Fig. 6 -Supplement

). Among the cognitive domains, the decoding accuracy of relational

rocessing and working memory conditions were highly dependent on

he duration of time windows and required more than 10s to reach sta-

le performance ( Fig. 6 -Supplement 1). These domains also showed the

owest prediction accuracy for all durations of time windows. By con-

rast, predictions on language and social tasks reached high accuracy

or durations as small as a single fMRI volume (70% and 66% for condi-

ions of language and social tasks, respectively). This divergence on the

emporal sensitivity might be driven by the form of stimuli that succes-

ive trials were used for the relational processing and working memory
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Fig. 7. Performance of the GCN annotation as a function of time following onset. 

The pre-trained single-domain GCN annotation models were used for this analysis by exclusively using fMRI signals from a single cognitive domain during model 

training. The time window was set to 0.7s such that each single fMRI volume was treated as an independent sample. The trained model was then used to predict 

the cognitive state of all fMRI volumes from the test set as a function of time following onset. The state annotation of the motor (A) and working memory (B and C) 

tasks indicated an initial low performance at the cue phase, gradually converging to the plateau at 6-8s after the onset of a task, and then a variable post-stimulus 

undershoot. This resembles the effect of the task-evoked hemodynamic response of fMRI signals. Notably, GCN annotation on the motor task even achieved over 

90% of test accuracy by decoding on a single fMRI volume acquired 6s after the task onset. The performance was more variable for the working memory task, e.g. 

lower accuracy for the 2-back conditions compared to the 0-back, but with a reverse observation for the face recognition conditions (i.e. peak performance of 75% 

vs 81% respectively for the 0-back and 2-back face recognition conditions). 
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asks while an auditory/video stream with continuous stimulation was

resented for the language and social tasks. 

.8. The performance of GCN annotation is constrained by the 

emodynamic response 

The low performance at shorter fMRI time windows could be caused

y two factors: 1) fewer parameters in decoding model especially in the

rst GCN layer (i.e. time window 

∗ graph filters); 2) a delay effect of the

ask-evoked hemodynamic response (HRF) of BOLD signals, that typi-

ally includes a dominant peak at 4-6s, and washes out around 8-12s

fter the end of the stimulus. To evaluate the impact of the hemody-

amic response in GCN performance, we reformulated the prediction

ccuracy of GCN annotation on a single fMRI volume as a function of

ime-elapsed-from-onset. As shown in Fig. 7 , the GCN state annotation

ad an initial low performance at the cue phase, which gradually in-

reased to reach a plateau at 6-8s after task onset. This effect was ob-

erved for all states of the motor and working memory tasks. For in-

tance, the predictions on hand, foot and tongue movements reached

n asymptotic performance of 95% for a single fMRI volume acquired

s after task onset ( Fig. 7 A). For the working memory task, the perfor-

ance was more variable depending on the task conditions. Specifically,

or the 0-back working memory task ( Fig. 7 B), performance reached a

lateau at around 8s and fluctuated around this asymptotic level. By

ontrast, for the 2-back working memory task ( Fig. 7 C), the plateau was
11 
nly reached at 10s after onset, and some conditions even showed a de-

reased performance after 20s, for example, the 2-back recognition of

ody and tool images. 

These results suggest that for event-related designs (i.e. with short

ime duration of each trial), fMRI signals recorded at least 4s after the

nset of the task will be required to achieve a stable GCN performance.

his observation may also explain the low performance of GCN on the

ambling task, where each trial only lasted 3.5s (1.5s for button press, 1s

or feedback and 1s for ITI). To verify whether this rule applies to longer

vent trials, each task trial was split into multiple bins of 6s-time window

efore and after the peak of HRF. The results in Table 2 and Fig. 7 -

upplement 1 indicated that, with the same length of time window, GCN

chieved higher performance when the BOLD signals already reached

he peak of HRF, but before reaching the post-stimulus undershoot. The

aliency maps at different time windows, e.g. 6-12s and 0-6s within a

otor task trial, also indicated that more robust and category-specific

alient features were identified by using BOLD signals after reaching the

eak of HRF ( Fig. 7 -Supplement 2) . 

.9. GCN annotation reached a performance plateau with around 280 

ubjects 

The sensitivity of GCN on sample size was investigated by chang-

ng the number of independent subjects selected from HCP task-fMRI

ataset, ranging from 14 to 1060 subjects who have collected 2 ses-
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Table 2 

Performance of GCN annotation using mini-blocks of a 6s-time window before and after the peak of HRF. 

Task trials were split into mini-blocks with a temporal duration of 6s. Event blocks from the motor task last 

for 12s and thus were split into 2 mini-blocks of 6s time window. Event blocks from the working memory 

task last for 25s and thus were split into 4 mini-blocks of 6s time windows. These mini-blocks were treated 

as independent samples during model training. We also trained and evaluated separate decoding models 

for each of the time windows, by exclusively using the fMRI time series from the corresponding time bins. 

The last column indicates the average decoding performance on a mixture of 6s mini-blocks by including 

fMRI signals at all different phases. 

Task domain Decoding Performance on Time windows 

0-6s 6-12s 12-18s 18-24s Mixed (6s time 

window) 

Motor 85.51 % 94.58 % N/A N/A 88.60 % 

Working memory 75.54 % 85.72 % 82.59 % 81.89 % 80.37 % 

ALL tasks 79.43 % 88.38 % N/A N/A 81.51 % 

Fig. 8. Sensitivity of GCN on sample size of independent subjects. 

The sensitivity of GCN on sample size (A) was investigated by changing the 

number of independent subjects selected from HCP task-fMRI dataset, ranging 

from 14 to 1060 with a smaller step before the plateau and a larger step after. 

GCN annotation starts with 46% of test accuracy in decoding the 21 cognitive 

states by using only 14 subjects (cyan). Then, the performance quickly increased 

to 77% by using 71 subjects (yellow) and reached a plateau of 85% with around 

280 subjects (green). Among the cognitive domains (B), the relational processing 

and working memory were the most demanding tasks on the sample size, while 

the language and motor tasks were more robust to the size of the dataset. 
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ions of all cognitive tasks. These subjects were again split into training

70%), validation (10%) and test (20%) sets. Generally, with more sub-

ects, GCN achieved higher accuracy in decoding the 21 cognitive states

 Fig. 8 ). GCN annotation already achieved decent performance with a

andful of subjects (average f1-score = 46% using 14 subjects). Perfor-

ance quickly increased to 77% by using 71 subjects and reached a

lateau of 85% with around 280 subjects. After that, performance only

howed slight improvement by using larger data samples. 

Different cognitive tasks showed different highly variable sensitiv-

ty to sample size, and also varied in the asymptotic performance of

he model. Specifically, the relational processing and working memory

equired the largest sample size: 284 subjects and 213 subjects, respec-
12 
ively, to reach 85% of the asymptotic performance. By contrast, the

anguage and motor tasks only required 35 and 57 individuals, respec-

ively, to reach 85% of the asymptotic performance. This variation on

he sensitivity of sample size might be caused by different levels of inter-

ubject variability in the cognitive demands of the underlying cognitive

rocesses. For instance, large individual variability has been reported

n working memory tasks ( Fougnie et al., 2012 ; Osaka et al., 2003 ),

hile the language network was consistently activated during the au-

itory language comprehension across different populations and lan-

uages ( Friederici, 2011 ; Wu et al., 2019 ; Zhang et al., 2017 ). 

. Discussion 

The present study proposed a generalized brain decoding model

hich annotates brain dynamics of 21 cognitive functions using a short

eries of fMRI volumes. This approach relies on convolutional operations

n a brain graph, which leverages our prior knowledge on network or-

anization of human brain cognition. Graph convolution integrates in-

ormation of brain dynamics among distributed brain networks and gen-

rates robust neural representations that could be generalizable across

 large group of population and multiple cognitive domains. Specifi-

ally, our model identified 21 experimental conditions across 6 cogni-

ive domains simultaneously with an accuracy of 90% on unseen sub-

ects, by only using 10s window of fMRI signals. This high performance

n brain annotation was mainly contributed by brain response of bi-

logically meaningful brain areas, in line with the literature on func-

ional localizers for each cognitive domain, as revealed by the saliency

aps. By examining variable time windows, we found that our decoding

odel achieved above-chance annotation with a fine temporal resolu-

ion, as short as a single fMRI volume. Volume-to-volume performance

ollowed the shape of a hemodynamic response, with a high accuracy

chieved after at least 6 seconds following stimulus onset. Besides, the

odel converged to its stable performance by using a subset of 280 sub-

ects. Together, our results provide an automated tool to annotate brain

ctivity with fine temporal resolution and fine cognitive granularity, as

ell as high generalizability to new subjects. 

.1. Decoding brain cognitive process from a short time series 

Brain decoding has been a popular topic in neuroscience literature

or decades. The majority of studies still focused on the recognition of

isual stimuli ( Haxby, 2001 ; Haxby et al., 2014 ; Huth et al., 2012 ).

o build a decoding model that could generalize beyond visual stim-

li and incorporate multiple cognitive domains is still a challenging

opic. Researchers have attempted to tackle the issue of multidomain

rain decoding by using meta-analytic approaches based on thousands

f reported brain coordinates ( Bartley et al., 2018 ) and a set of statis-

ical contrast maps (Rubin et al., n.d.) from a series of published stud-

es. But meta-analyses bring other types of limitations, such as unbal-
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nced samples across different cognitive domains ( Alamolhoda et al.,

017 ), publication bias towards positive effects ( Dubben and Beck-

ornholdt, 2005 ), as well as over-estimated effect sizes from small

tudies ( Lin, 2018 ). These factors may bias the decoding analysis by

alsely inferring the mental states given limited available studies (see

iscussion in ( Lieberman et al., 2016 ; Lieberman and Eisenberger, 2015 ;

ager et al., 2016 )). 

To avoid these biases, an alternative approach has also been pro-

osed by training linear classifiers on the activation maps collected from

 group of individuals that have been scanned over a variety of cogni-

ive tasks ( Bzdok et al., 2016 ; Poldrack et al., 2009 ; Varoquaux et al.,

018 ). It is worth noting that, by using parametric modelling and aver-

ging brain response across multiple trials and even multiple runs, it is

ossible to achieve high accuracy on the task of distinguishing different

xperimental conditions, for instance classifying a subset of HCP tasks

 Bzdok et al., 2016 ). The challenge here is to achieve such high accuracy

sing a fully data-driven approach to infer cognitive states directly from

 short time series. This requires the decoding model to take into account

ot only the overall discriminative patterns of brain response under dif-

erent cognitive tasks, but also their temporal dynamics, i.e. changes of

rain activations over time. Such brain dynamics are usually revealed by

lectro- or magnetoencephalography ( Kietzmann et al., 2019 ), but has

lso recently been investigated in fMRI studies. For instance, Gonzalez-

astillo and his colleagues reported distinct shapes of task-evoked hemo-

ynamic responses among distributed brain networks during a discrimi-

ation task of letters and numbers ( Gonzalez-Castillo et al., 2012 ). Sim-

lar findings were also revealed in our previous study that premotor and

ensorimotor cortex showed different time courses during the prepara-

ion and execution stage of a motor sequential task ( Orban et al., 2015 ).

hese studies suggest that the differences in the shapes of hemodynamic

esponse can help to distinguish different conditions or stages of cogni-

ive process. Accumulated evidence suggests that it is feasible to infer

ognitive states directly from a short time window of hemodynamic re-

ponse. Early attempts in the field include the reconstruction of visual

cenes and prediction of semantic context from natural movies by fit-

ing a linear regression model for fMRI signals for each individual voxel

 Huth et al., 2012 ; Nishimoto et al., 2011 ). These studies neglected the

odular, and hierarchical nature of brain organization by treating each

rain voxel independently. 

Most existing decoding models were based on a linear classifier

 Haxby, 2001 ; Haxby et al., 2014 ; Haynes et al., 2007 ) or a linear regres-

ion model ( Huth et al., 2012 ; Mitchell et al., 2008 ; Varoquaux et al.,

018 ). These linear models have low capacity in handling the complex

nd neurovascular coupled neural activity measured by BOLD signals.

ur results also indicated a significant gain in decoding performance

9% boost) by replacing the linear kernel with a nonlinear kernel (e.g.

BF) in SVC ( Fig. 2 -Supplement 3). In order to decode brain activity

irectly from a short fMRI time series, we need to use more complex

nd nonlinear decoding models. These decoding models are required

o incorporate the high-dimensional spatiotemporal dynamics of brain

esponses that are shared among distributed brain networks . Recently,

romising results on brain decoding have been shown by using deep arti-

cial neural networks (DNNs). For instance, multiple cognitive domains

an be distinguished by applying convolutional neural networks on the

hole-brain hemodynamic response ( Wang et al., 2019 ). But the tempo-

al dependence of hemodynamic response was interrupted by choosing

andom time points from the entire fMRI scan. This effect can be cor-

ected by applying a recurrent neural network to brain activity instead.

i and Fan proposed a long short-term memory (LSTM) architecture

o predict the cognitive states from fMRI time-series of a set of func-

ional networks ( Li and Fan, 2019 ). This recurrent network architecture

chieved remarkable gains in the decoding power by taking into account

he temporal dependency within task-evoked brain activity. At the same

ime, the model usually required relatively long time windows from the

istory in order to predict the next time point, for instance using 40TRs

n ( Li and Fan, 2019 ). It is challenging to decode over a very short time-
13 
eries down to a single fMRI volume. In this study, we extend this line of

ork by combining the graph Laplacian with the DNN architecture and

roposed a generalized brain decoding model that takes into account

oth the network architecture of the human brain (in space) and the

uctuations in the task-evoked BOLD signals (in time). 

.2. Brain decoding using graph convolution network 

Graph Laplacian provides a powerful tool to map the intrinsic organi-

ation of the human brain, including parcellating brain areas ( Fan et al.,

016 ; Johansen-Berg et al., 2004 ), identifying functional areas and net-

orks ( Atasoy et al., 2016 ; Craddock et al., 2012 ), and generating con-

ectivity gradients ( Margulies et al., 2016 ). This approach works not

nly on static brain connectome but also on dynamic brain signals that

uctuate over time. Recently, studies have shown that graph Laplacian

aptured different modes of brain dynamics by decomposing the task-

voked BOLD signals into different frequencies ( Ortega et al., 2018 ).

onvergent evidence suggests that the low frequency modes, which have

imilar brain signals within a local community, corresponded to the low-

evel functions that localized within certain brain regions, such as motor

earning ( Huang et al., 2016 ). On the other hand, the high frequency

odes, which indicate high variational signals across brain networks,

ere associated with high-level cognitions that distributed among mul-

iple brain systems, such as cognitive switch ( Medaglia et al., 2018 ).

e generalized this approach by automatically learning a linear com-

ination of the graph modes across multiple frequencies through graph

onvolutions, i.e. convolving the input fMRI signals with a graph filter.

he resultant decoding model not only represented low-level functions

ike movements of body parts, but also embedded the high-level cog-

itions such as N-back working memory and language comprehension.

he results showed that the decoding model achieved high classification

ccuracies on these cognitive tasks ( Fig. 2 and Fig. 2 -Supplement 1). Be-

ides, the confusion matrix indicated that the misclassifications not only

xisted among different task conditions within the same domain but also

cross cognitive domains ( Fig. 2 -Supplement 2), for instance between

orking memory and relational processing tasks. A similar pattern of

nter-domain confusion has been reported in an independent study by

xploring the spatial similarity of brain activation maps across cogni-

ive tasks ( Pinho et al., 2018 ). This misclassification was partially due

o the similarity in task stimuli, for instance, the relational processing

ask requires matching of drawn objects based on specific physical char-

cteristics of target images, for instance, shape or texture, somewhat

esembling the encoding and retrieval of bodies and tools in working

emory tasks. Moreover, the saliency maps indicated that the task in-

erence was drawn from brain response of biological meaningful brain

egions, for instance, the motor and somatosensory cortex for the mo-

or task, and the perisylvian language network for the story and math

uditory statements ( Fig. 5 ), consistent with known brain anatomy and

unction ( Friederici, 2011 ; Penfield and Boldrey, 1937 ). 

Graph convolutions generated a new representation of brain activ-

ty by integrating neural dynamics from interconnected brain regions.

 variety of neural representations were generated by training multi-

le graph filters at each GCN layer. Specifically, at the first GCN layer,

arious shapes of hemodynamic responses were captured and different

epresentations of brain activity were learned by fitting different kernel

eights for each time point after task onset ( Fig. 1 -Supplement 2) . After

tacking several GCN layers, high-level graph representations were gen-

rated that integrated neural dynamics not only within specific brain

etworks but also across multiple networks, and even distributed across

he whole brain. Our results demonstrated that the generated graph rep-

esentations already include task-specific information that discriminates

ifferent experimental conditions, for instance, showing the largest dis-

ances among different types of movements, moderate distance between

eft and right movements, and a small distance between the same type of

ovements ( Fig. 4 ). Moreover, a strong association was found between

he model performance on classification of graph representations and
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uman performance on recognition of visual patterns, e.g. reaction time

f relational processing and pattern matching trials in scanner ( Fig. 3 ).

 similar finding has been reported previously that the high-frequency

raph mode was strongly associated with the response time of trials in

 cognitive switch task ( Medaglia et al., 2018 ). 

Token together, using brain graph convolutional networks, our de-

oding model generates high-level neural representations from brain dy-

amics and provides a possible solution towards multidomain brain de-

oding by learning various shapes of hemodynamic response and inte-

rating such neural dynamics among multiple brain systems. Such rep-

esentations can be used to predict the transition of brain states dur-

ng cognitive processes or even at rest. For example, we applied the

retrained multidomain decoding model to predict the cognitive states

sing resting-state fMRI data and found that body movements and mind-

andering (i.e. watching clips of randomly moving shapes) were among

he most frequent brain states during resting-state ( Fig. 7 -Supplement

). The significance of these findings would need to be further vali-

ated, using direct probes of cognitive states experienced by participants

 Smallwood and Andrews-Hanna, 2013 ) . 

.3. Temporal resolution of brain decoding 

The temporal resolution of brain decoding has been mostly ig-

ored in previous studies, by either using meta-analytic approaches

 Bartley et al., 2018 ; Rubin et al., n.d.), or training classifiers on acti-

ation maps ( Poldrack et al., 2009 ; Varoquaux et al., 2018 ). The recent

ork of Loula and colleagues (2018) demonstrated the feasibility of de-

oding stimuli with short inter-stimuli intervals. Temporal resolution is

hus becoming an important factor for brain annotation, especially when

e tried to infer cognitive functions directly from brain response. A se-

ies of impressive work has been done in Gallant’s group, in which the

uthors used brain response to reconstruct the visual frames of natural

ovies ( Nishimoto et al., 2011 ) or to map more abstract concepts of vi-

ual objects, e.g. semantic context ( Huth et al., 2012 ). But these studies

id not directly attempt to characterize what amount of temporal data is

equired to perform meaningful brain decoding. The temporal resolution

f fMRI decoding is intrinsically constrained by two factors, including

he acquisition time for a whole-brain fMRI scan (i.e. TR) and the delay

ffect of hemodynamic response. With a common setting as 2 second,

he acquisition time was pushed down to a third (TR = 720ms) in HCP

atabase by using simultaneous multislice acquisitions ( U ğurbil et al.,

013 ), which brings opportunities to investigate fine-grained temporal

ynamics of brain activity. 

Using this dataset, Li and Fan successfully predicted the entire exper-

mental design of the working memory task by using a sliding window

pproach ( Li and Fan, 2019 ). But each time window still took around

0s of fMRI signals as input for task inference. To which extent of a

horter time window the decoding model can work with is still unex-

lored. In this study, we applied graph convolutions on a short series of

MRI signals and investigated the temporal resolution of brain decoding

y using variable time windows of fMRI scans, ranging from a single

MRI volume to the entire event trial. Leveraging the fast fMRI acquisi-

ion of HCP database, our model can annotate 21 cognitive conditions

ith a sub-second temporal resolution. In the meantime, the decoding

erformance was still impacted by the task-evoked hemodynamic re-

ponse, for instance, higher decoding accuracy by using fMRI signals

fter the peak of HRF than before the peak. This phenomenon was ob-

erved not only for low-level functions like body movements, but also

igh-level cognitions such as working memory tasks, or even missing

ll experimental conditions together ( Table 2 and Fig. 6 ). In addition, a

imilar effect in the saliency maps was also observed that more stable

aliency values were generated when using the time window before the

eak of HRF, including lower inter-trial and inter-subject variability in

he saliency values along with higher distinctions between different task

onditions ( Fig. 5 -Supplement 4) . 
14 
There are still a lot of challenges before achieving real-time brain

ecoding, for instance, to decode fast events with a short duration or

ven overlapping hemodynamic response. 

.4. Limitations and future applications 

In the current project, we only explore the block design of task-fMRI

ataset, i.e. consisting of long events with repeated trials that in total

ast for more than 10s. However, it is still unclear how to generalize the

ecoding pipeline to naturalistic stimuli, for instance visual scenes from

ovies, which consists of short and fast-switching events. The measured

OLD signals might be a mixture of hemodynamic responses evoked by

ifferent task events. Early attempts have been made by adding inde-

endent regressors with delayed onsets ( Nishimoto et al., 2011 ). But

he simple linear model only generates a blurred image from the aver-

ge prediction of each category. One possible solution to this problem is

o use a multi-label decoding model based on GCN. Specifically, given a

hort-series of fMRI signals, the model predicts a set of cognitive states

nstead of one single task condition. Due to the delay effect of hemo-

ynamic response that reaches plateau around 6s past stimulus, we can

odify the label matrix by prolonging each event duration until 8s after

he task onset and allow multiple labels assigned to the same time point.

In this project, we used resting-state functional connectivity to con-

truct a functional brain graph that was used as the fixed graph archi-

ecture in GCN. A series of studies in the literature have illustrated a

reat potential of using resting-state functional connectivity in predict-

ng cognitive functions, not only in behavior ( Rosenberg et al., 2020 )

ut also in task-evoked brain activity ( Cole et al., 2016 ; Tavor et al.,

016 ). Some researchers have also applied anatomical connectivity to

eparate specific components in brain dynamics that were associated

ith high-level cognitions ( Huang et al., 2018 ; Medaglia et al., 2018 ).

n our next project, we will systematically investigate the impact of us-

ng different brain graphs on GCN models, for instance using a spatial

raph, built based on spatial adjacency on the cortical surface, a func-

ional graph, calculated using resting-state functional connectivity, as

ell as an anatomical graph derived from diffusion tractography. 

An interesting potential application of our work would be transfer

earning. In natural image processing, it is common practice to take a

odel already trained on a large dataset, such as AlexNet trained on

mageNet ( Krizhevsky et al., 2012 ), and fine-tune the parameters of the

rained model to accomplish a new task ( Tajbakhsh et al., 2016 ). This

llows training complex models even in the absence of extensive train-

ng data. This problem of lacking a sufficiently large dataset for specific

xperimental questions is pervasive in medical imaging. Our model was

ade publicly available ( https://github.com/zhangyu2ustc/GCN _ fmri _

ecoding ) and can be used as a reference model for domain adaptation,

ossibly making contributions in a variety of domains, including neu-

ological and psychiatric disorders. It could also be applied in samples

here extensive data is acquired on a few subjects, such as the indi-

idual brain charting (IBC) project ( Pinho et al., 2018 ) or the Courtois

roject on neuronal modelling (neuromod, https://docs.cneuromod.ca ).
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ttps://db.humanconnectome.org/data/projects/HCP_1200 . In to-

al, fMRI data from 1113 subjects under 7 different task domains and

esting-state were used i n this study. The minimal preprocessed fMRI

ata of the CIFTI format were used, which maps i ndividual fMRI

ime-series onto the standard surface template with 32k vertices per

emisphere. 

Our decoding pipeline, as well as the optimized decoding models

nd the construction of brain graphs, were made publicly available i n

he following repository: https://github.com/zhangyu2ustc/GCN _ fmri _
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